Widowmaker (Clan Wars Book 2)

The tides are turning Life for Bayrd
Talvalin has never been so easy. He has a
home, a wife, children, a faithful
Bannerman, and much more. What else
could a clan-lord wish for? Yet Bayrd still
feels uneasy. Since one fateful day six
years ago, Lord Gerins cries of treachery
(and subsequent threats of fighting and
war) have hung over his and his familys
head. Time may have passed, but Bayrd
knows the resentment festers deep within
his heart. As Bayrd serves the people over
which he is clan-lord, moves are being
made that will change life as he knows it.
Within the clan, cracks are beginning to
show The old ways of the Albans are no
longer suitable for life at Dunrath hold.
And there are many prepared to stake their
claim. Meanwhile, a treacherous, powerful
wizard, Kalarr cu Ruruc, has entered the
fray. Soon, Bayrd must learn the true test
of fate, as he navigates a perfidious
gameboard
of
lies,
magic,
and
maneuvering to try and save his family,
friends, and people from destruction. As
the second installment of the Clan Wars
series, Widowmaker continues Peter
Morwoods impeccable fantasy tradition of
thrilling
pace
and
wonderful
world-building in a tale that will draw
readers deep into the world of the Albans.
Praise for Peter Morwood: The descriptive
writing is gripping, the characters strongly
drawn [] An intensive read. Science Fiction
and Fantasy Book Review Annual Peter
Morwood is primarily a fantasy novelist
and screenwriter, though he has also
written works of science fiction. His
best-known works include the Horse Lords
series (in two sequences) and the Tales of
Old Russia series. Venture Press is a
science fiction and fantasy imprint of
Endeavour Press, the UKs leading
independent digital publisher. We are
committed to the discovery and
rediscovery of immensely talented authors
in the SFF genre, and continue to push
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boundaries in search of great literature.
Join us as we venture across universes and
unknown landscapes past, present and
future.
Sign up to our newsletter:
http://bit.ly/1LUVI4n
Follow us on
Twitter @venture_press
Facebook:
http://on.fb.me/1NnFow7
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